Aspire Overbed Tables are designed to conveniently accommodate meals, drinks, reading materials, tablet devices and other items within easy arms reach from a bed or chair.

Adjustable in height and with locking castors, the robust steel frame and reinforced base mount provide a very stable and secure base and tabletop.

Customisable options and bespoke finishes are available to meet your interior design aspirations.

The range includes a tilt top model with a wider base, designed to fit around most lift recline chairs.
OVERBED TABLES

Comfort • Stability • Style

Overbed Table is registered in the ARTG, AUST R ARTG 242920

LAMINATE TOPS

HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT LEVERS
Smooth height adjustment from 780mm to 1140mm top height is easily accessible to users and carers

HEIGHT FIXING KNOB
When fastened by carer will lock the height and prevent adjustment by users

CUSTOMISABLE OPTIONS

HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT LEVERS
Smooth height adjustment from 780mm to 1140mm top height is easily accessible to users and carers

HEIGHT FIXING KNOB
When fastened by carer will lock the height and prevent adjustment by users

CODE | DESCRIPTION | HEIGHT RANGE | TABLETOP WIDTH | TABLETOP LENGTH | INTERNAL BASE WIDTH
---|-------------|--------------|----------------|----------------|-------------------
BEA006700 | Overbed Table - Beige Frame - AC White Top | 730 – 1095 mm | 800 mm | 430 mm | 670 mm
BEA006701 | Overbed Table - Beige Frame - Beech Top | 730 – 1095 mm | 800 mm | 430 mm | 670 mm

TABLETOP OPTIONS

CODE | DESCRIPTION | TABLETOP WIDTH | TABLETOP LENGTH
---|-------------|----------------|----------------
BEA006695 | Overbed Tabletop - Sublime Teak | 800 mm | 430 mm
BEA006696 | Overbed Tabletop - Milano Walnut | 800 mm | 430 mm
BEA006693 | Overbed Tabletop - AC White | 800 mm | 430 mm
BEA006691 | Overbed Tabletop - Recessed Cream | 800 mm | 430 mm

FRAME OPTIONS

CODE | DESCRIPTION | HEIGHT RANGE | INTERNAL BASE WIDTH
---|-------------|--------------|-------------------
BEA006685 | Overbed Table Frame - Gunmetal Grey | 730 – 1095 mm | 670 mm
BEA006690 | Overbed Table Frame - Beige | 730 – 1095 mm | 670 mm

AVAILABLE TABLETOP FINISHES

Sublime Teak
Milano Walnut
Beech
AC White
Recessed Cream

TABLETOP FINISHES

Beige Frame - BEA006690
Gunmetal Grey Frame - BEA006685

BESPOKE TABLETOPS
We also do bespoke tabletops to order! Please call to discuss your requirements whether it be material, colour, finish, size, shape or even printing.

670mm

670mm
Tailored to Suit Your Interior Design Needs

RECESSED TOP

- Replaces old-style bedside tables
- Integrates with the existing room decor
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RECESSED TOP collects and prevents liquids from spilling over the edge.

THERMOFORMED SURFACE

An impermeable surface layer continues over and down the vertical edges so it is easily wiped clean.

### RECESSED TILT TOP - WIDE BASE

- Top can be tilted and fixed in position to suit the user, while the smaller surface remains horizontal to hold drinks or other items.
- Locking tilt mechanism eliminates surface movement in all positions.
- Wide base model (800mm internal width) fits around most lift recline chairs.

#### Code Description Height Range Tabletop Width Tabletop Length Internal Base Width
#### BEA028000 Overbed Table Recessed - Beige Frame - Cream Top 730 – 1095 mm 800 mm 430 mm 670 mm

#### Code Description Height Range Tabletop Width Tabletop Length Tilt Section Width Fixed Section Width Internal Base Width
#### BEA028100 Overbed Table Recessed Tilt - Wide Base - Beige Frame - Cream Top 780 – 1140 mm 800 mm 430 mm 600 mm 200 mm 800 mm

#### TWO LOCKING CASTORS
The table position may be secured by the carer to prevent it rolling away in use.

#### FLAT PACK CARTON DESIGN
For freight and storage efficiency and protection.
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